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BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Poly starts
to plan for ART OF QUILTING
Mardi Gras
By Amy Kocot
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

It is once a^ain time for Mardi
Gras festivities and for many San
Luis Ohispo residents, the Mardi
Gras parade is what they look for
ward to most.
This year’s Cal Poly float, heatled
hy a crew of about 60 volunteers, is
themed
“Greek
Gods
and
Goddesses.”
The
will meet both week
ends before the Feb. 22 float presen
tation.
Students pulling the float in the
parade will wear to^as, sandaU and
festive face paint.
The
hand
Mardi Gras
Re sin a t io n ,
2004
which
helped
Cal Poly's float is
last year’s float
themed "Greek
win “Rest Music
Gods and
on a Float” hon
Goddesses."The
ors will play on
parade will be
the float a}>ain.
held
Siyn-ups
to
dow ntow n
ji>in the commit
Sunday, Feb. 22.
tee
coiTtinue
through Tuesday,
The ji>ininji tee is $20, which
includes the entrance fee tor the
float into the parade, as well as all
(Tther rental and supply fees.
The crew takes the activity seri
ously, hut husiness senior Garrett
Mann said they also know how to
have tun with it.
“Every year, before the parade, we
meet in the morninj» for a pre-party,”
Mann said. “We have been ort.;ani2inj» it hir a month and a half already
and we have had some mnid times.”
This year’s float and presentation
promises to he even better than last
year’s, manufacturin}> ennineerinj»
senior Shaun Thiesen said, because
of more funding, allowing better
cimditions for the float.
“This year we have a pick-up for
the float,” Thiesen said, “so it should
be a lot better. We have a better
sound system for the bant.1, too, so
they will be a lot louder.”
Resides the fun and yames of
Mardi Gras weekend, security and
police enforcement will be stepped
up this year. Rob Rryn, neighbor
hood services manatjer and public
information officer for San Luis
Obispo .said there will be twice the
number (if police officers on duty
this year as there were last year.
From Friday, Feb. 20 thnni^h
Sunday, Feb. 22 authorities from 20
different agencies will be on patrol.
“It is jioin^ to be a really fun
time,” Mann said. “Rut there was an
inciilent that happened last year to
someone 1 know, and we know that
we do have to be careful.”
Most students flock to apartment
complexes surrounding» campus,
inchulinn Cedar Creek and Mustang
Village, but this year’s police
patrolling» will work on keeping as
many non-residents out as possible
with barricades surrounding the
premise.

quilt, titled “Would the Real Jemima address an issue 1 discovered several
Please Stand Up and Claim Her years a^o from the Rook of job,”
Inheritance?” is part
Campbell said. “1 had
of an exhibit that
not realized until that
opened
jan.
22
at
the
point that the name
Cal Poly staff member seeks to change Aunt Jemima
Gallery
of
the
jemima
originally
stereotype through work on display in New York
American
Rible
appeared in the Rible.
cake mix and syrup bottle. Overly Society in New York I
By Meghan Reerslev
The name appears in
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
plump and jolly, the image fosters City.
context of the oppo
generalizations aitil faulty images of
Campbell said she
site meaning of what
February is Rlack History Month, black people. Through the years, the
designed the quilt to
many of us have come
a time dedicated
honoriiTf» black term has become derogatory, invok minister to others
to known as Aunt
heritaj»e and eradicating stereotypes ing grotesque images despite racial and help heal a racial
jemima.”
such as the infamous “Aunt jemima.” ecjuality efforts.
divide. The message
The story of job
One C^al Poly woman is seeking to
COURTESY PHOTO
Denise Campbell, Cal Poly’s spe of the quilt was
indicates he had 10
change the jemima stereotype cial assistant to the provost for uni inspired by an Old Denise Campbell's quilt
children but only
through the art of quilting.
Rible is on display in New York. names
versity initiatives, spent 500 hours Testament
his
three
.Aunt jemima is known by many as sewing a quilt that depicts her per verse.
see QUILT, page 2
the woman on the Quaker Oats’ pan ception of the true jemima. The
“1 wanted to do something ttT
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Grammys
By Nekesa Mumbi Moody
ASSOCIATED PRESS

MATT WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY

The National Association of Schools of Music recently awarded an unqualified five-year accredi
tation to Cal Poly's music department. Above, choral groups prepare for a performance Sunday.
^ ^ H ie sweet SL>ng i>f accreditation
I that once played softly now
I resiiiTates through the hallways
of the Cal Poly Music IX'partment.
The National AsstK'iation of
Schtxils of Music recently awarded
an unqualified five-year accredita
tion to the department, which had
been in preparation for accredita
tion for alrntTst two years.
The initial phase of accreditation
By Kendrick J. Carson
involved departmental delibera
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
tions, a preliminary' review, a selfstudy and a site visit by a two-mem
of general education,” Swanson
ber accrediting team, which
said. “Our undergraduates are
LK'curred in May 2005.
allowed to take about 27 units of
“This puts C?al Poly’s music pro
electives, in which most students
gram in the ciMTipany of the finest
take music classes. The team thinks
programs in the country,” music
that we shouKl encourage our stu
department chair Clifttin Swanson
dents to enroll in more general edu
said. “Since the establishment of
the major in music in 1991, our cation classes like math or physics.”
The evaluation team visited aca
graduates have continually demon
strated the quality of our program demic classes, rehearsals and a stu
when they g(T off to major graduate dent recital. They met with faculty
schiHil programs, public school members, alumni and current stu
dents. They were also responsible
teaching and iiTclustry.”
To gain accreditatioiT, a program for assessmeiTt of the department’s
must meet an inflexible li.st of stan- quality firsthand and verifying
danls in the areas of program phiK«- information fcTiJind in the leiTgthy
ophy, program design, teaching, self-study.
Throughout their visit, they had
perftTrmance opportunities, equip
ment, facilities, faculty and general nothing but words of praise for the
music ilepartment.
educatiiMT.
“We knew we did well during the
“The evaluation team said that
the only thing our department NASM review. They were warm to
needs improvement in is in the area us and full of compliments,”

The sweet
sound of
success

Swanson said. “Rut, music under
graduates have already hacl success
getting into programs after Cal Poly,
so this won’t do much but help indi
rectly.”
Although the music department
is now nationally recognized as an
accredited program, it will require
help from Cal Poly for future main
tenance needs and expansion. After
five years, it must seek renewal. TItc
renewal pnx;ess is similar to the ini
tial evaluation but slightly easier to
pass because it iKies not require as
much preparation.
If the department does well over
the next few terms, the NASM will
upgrade the length of the award tL>a
10-year accreditation.
“The areas that we know we need
to improve on require more fumling,” administrative support cixirdinator Druci Reese saitl. “Our future
is up n> the budget.”
Reese and faculty member
Alyson McLamore’s main focus
was the self-study, which included
an outline of areas for improve
ment.
The
study
received
acknowledgement for excellence
and thonnighness in the accredita
tion notification. The notification
also complimented the department
on Llesign and their ability t(T work
well at a highly ctunpetitive uni
versity.

LOS ANGELES — ReytMice cap
tured a record-tying five Grammys on
Sunday for her solo debut album
“Dangerously in Love,” while Justin
Timberlake had two and apologized
for his role in Janet Jackson’s Super
I5owl flash.
Jackson’s breast-baring at the
hands of dance partner Timberlake
remained the major subplot, as CRS
and Jackson offered conflicting
rept>rts aKiut why she was not at the
Grammy telecast. And CRS, which
also televised the Super Rowl, insti
tuted a five-minute delay on the
“live” broadcast to avoid any more
scandal.
“1 know it’s been a rough week »>n
everyKxly,” said Timberlake, stifling a
self-deprecating laugh while accept
ing the award for K*st male pop vtKal
performance for “Cry Me A River.”
He brought his minher as his date.
“What iKcurred was unintention
al, completely regrettable, and 1 apol
ogize if anyone was offeiiLled,” he
said, adding: “This is officially the
greatest moment of my life.”
The 46th annual awards show
began at 4:55 p.m. with Prince — a
Firmer raunch king in his 1980s hey
day — performing “Purple Rain,”
marking the 20th year of the ground
breaking song and movie.
Reyonce, wearing a tight liress with
a feather skirt that fleetingly revealed
her pink panties, joined Prince on his
hits and then sang her own “Oazy in
Love,” which won two trophies —
best RtSiR song and best rap/sting col
laboration. Her boyfriend, jay-Z, also
won two awards for collaborating on
the hit.
Fler five trophies tied a record set
by Alicia Keys, Norah Jones and
Lauryn Flill for the most Grammys
won by a female artist.

see GRAM M YS, page 2
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News
. Students concerned about budget

5 - Day Forecast
TODAY

high: 64° / low 37°
TUESDAY

high: 63°/low 39°
WEDNESDAY

high: 65°/ low 40°
THURSDAY

high: 63°/ low 40°
FRIDAY

high: 66°/ low 41°
Sunrise/Sunset
rises: 6:55 a.m. / sets: 5:39 p.m.

Tides
high

11:18 a.m.
N/A

5.02 feet
N/A

low

5:30 a.m.
6:02 p.m.

1.95 feet
0.11 feet

GRAMMYS
continued from page 1
“This
is
unbelievable.
Performing was enough for me,” an
excited Beyonce said.
OutKast, nominatc\l for a lead
ing six Grammys, had won two
awards an hour into the broadcast:
best urban/alternative performance
for “Hey Ya!” and best rap album
for “Speakerboxxx — The Love
Below.”
.Accepting the best rap album
trophy, OutKast’s Andre 5000
stepped to the microphone, said,
“Thank you,” aiiLl headed back to
his seat.
Other multiple winners includ
ed jack W hite of The W hite
Stripes and Eminem, with two
each, and bluegrass singer .Alison
Krauss, who hail three.

By Katie Schiller

one week. Some faculty are c o i t cerned that in the case ot classes that
only meet once a week, missing two
Free hot dojis couldn’t fix the talk
w'eeks will put the student way
ot.hiid^iet cuts at A SI’s State ot the
behind on work, Anderson said.
Student torum Thursday.
Also, POWER, the automated reg
With an expected 7 percent cut,
istration system, ntight close after the
summer schoirl and collej’e hiidtjets
first day of classes .so that only the
are in jeopardy.
professor can add students, she said.
“Few classes will he ottered during}
The State of the Student forum
the summer, mostly lower division
earlier this year addressed club issues.
and {»eneral educatiLMt," said Alison
A S l hopes to have e-plans online by
Anderson, A S l president and civil
the,end of the spring and to give
engineering’ senior.
Each academic college is expect clubs more freedom with their
ing a 5 to 9 percent cut. Students can accounts, Ander.son said.
“We are trying to minimize the
help Llecide where the money will ^>0
hoops
clubs have to jump through,”
and should have an active voice in
she said. “Students are adults and do
their collejie, Anderson said.
l>astic registration and scltedulint’ what they want anyw'ay.”
One student expressed concern
changes are also under consideratiiMt.
One suggestion is to allow students to about niles for barbecues and their
only sign up for 14 units in the first effects on smaller clubs. Sometimes a
riTund of registration until everyone club holds an event to make profit
but are beat out by a bigger club who
has registered, Anderson said.
“This lets students with 12th pri is offering free food, said Davina
ority have a Fetter chance of getting Gonzalez, environmental engineering
senior and president of the Society of
the classes they need,” .she said.
Another option is shortening the Hispanic Professional Engineers.
“Clubs that that try to follow the
add/drop period from two weeks to
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

rules get .screwed,” she said. “We
schedule events but have no control
over the clubs offering free stuff.”
A S l also used the forum to
announce a voter registration drive
and their giial of getting 2000 stu
dents to vote.
“If more students are concerned
enough to vote, people might pay
attention to us when they’re cutting
the budget,” said Olga Berdial, A S l
vice president and journalism
senior.
As well as the upcoming primaries
in
the
presidential election.
Proposition 55 is on the table.
“If Proposition 55 passes, w'e will
get money to replace building 52
(the spider building) and the archi
tecture building,” Berdial said. “We
could have better facilities for labs
and a better use of space.”
The executive staff of A S l is
working on events like the forum for
student feedback.
Students are encouraged to
express their opinions by e-mailing
A S l at asi.calpoly.edu or visiting
room UU 202.

California farms: bigger but fewer
•New report by U.S.
Dept, of Agriculture
shows average size
grew about 6 percent

to the report.
The number of California farms
selling more than $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 in
goods annually rose 5.5 percent
during the same period, while the
number of farms selling $25,000 to
$499,000 in goods fell 6 percent,
SA C R A M E N T O
(A P )
— according to the report. The num
California farms are getting bigger, ber of small farms selling less than
but there are fewer o f them, $25,000 a year in products dropped
according to a new report by the 14 percent.
Daniel Sumner, a professor of
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
agricultural
and resource econom
The
agency’s .Census
of
.Agriculture, a statistical snapshot ics at the University of California,
of farms around the nation in Davis, said the trend toward larger
2002, shows the average size of farms is no surprise.
“Generally, for just about any
California farms grew about 6 per
industry
you want to name, the
cent since 1997, to 547 acres.
But during the same period, the trend is the same,” Sumner said.
number of farms in the state fell “Farms are getting larger to add
from 87,991 to 79,709, according value so they can stay profitable
and wage-competitive.”

Say it LOUD!

Sumner said measuring farm size
by annual sales can be misleading
because different commodities sell
at different prices, but he said the
numbers still accurately reflect a
tendency in agriculture toward
larger state operations.
The added size helps provide
the capital needed to attract peo
ple who can run modern farms, he
said.
“As the industry has become
more technologically and managerially intensive, you need people
who know finance, marketing and
human resources,” Sumner said.
“More and more people on farms
are the kind of people who would
be making good money outside of
farming. They’ve got to make a
pretty good income ... to stay in
it.”

Mustang Daily

QUILT
continued from page 1
daughters, jemima being the eldest.
The Bible depicts the daughters as
being the fairest women in the world
and states they received part of job’s
inheritance. Campbell said this is
noteworthy because it is still rare
today for daughters to inherit a large
amount of a family’s land when tliere
are numerous men in the family.
Campbell said the biblical finding
was a personal breakthrough, and the
quilt served as a healing tool.
“1 hope people will look for those
nuggets of truth in their lives because
it was an epiphany to read something
like this when putting it in a cultural
context,” she said. “One step toward
racial reconciliation is restoration,
which is what this quilt serves as.”
Campbell is not alone in her pur
suit of cultural awareness and healing
at Cal Poly. The Multicultural Center
has organized numerous events to cel
ebrate Black History Month, includ
ing Taste of Africa, which is sched
uled for Feb. 17 from 7:50 to 9 p.m. at
the University Christian Center,
located at 1468 FcMithill Blvd.
Taste of Africa will showcase the
backgrounds and heritage of various
.African students at Cal Poly.
.Activities will include presentations,
a slideshow, traditional African
music, clothing and foixl.
Biology junior Sonnia Nteso, a
Lesotho native, is one of the African
students participating in the event.
Nteso moved from the small country,
which is surrounded by South Africa,
to the United States in 1994.
“Students will gain an insight on a
different culture and a different way
of living if they come to Taste of
Africa,” Nteso said. “Everything hap
pens at a slower pace (in Lesotho),
and families are more than just your
nuclear family. The woman down the
street is considered your mom and
liKiks after you.”
Multicultural Center student pro
grammer and animal science senior
Tiffani Flamilton said there are about
27 Cal Poly students from Africa,
ranging from Ethiopia to TogiT.

Come to
The Happiest Job Fair on Earth.

Disneyland, Hotel
Marina Ballroom

http://survey.review, com
Tell us about life at Cal Poly. Help high school students
decide if it's the right school for them. Your comments
might even be published in one of our student opinion
publications.

Thursday, Feb. 19^^ and Friday, Feb. 20^^
from 8 am - 7 pm
A positiori as a Disneyiafxt. Resort Cast M«frtrer is nion! than a job. it’s an opportunity to
use your eneqjy, clove, and opicntsm to create a perfeaV rrajiKai experience for each and
e v f> one of cx r guests. lt‘s also a cfiarK« to team tfxngs that wi« a-Ways be with you
rVolf.*$skxTahsrn, High standards. Anention to detail. S a set an excitxig career m nnohcja
All you need is the nght attitude, a whole lot of heart, and a tittle Disney magic.

•Stores
« Foods
•Attractions
•Custodial Guest Services

•Maintenance
•Stage Technicians
•Main Entrance
•Travel Reservationists

♦ Hotels
* Guest Relations
•Resort Parking
& Transportation

These exc/ting part-time of-sportomties fequtre weekend and holkjay season avartabdity.
G ill our jobiine at 8 0 0 -7 6 4 -0 8 8 8 or v'5Jt D isncylA ndrc$ort|ol>$.coin.

The
Princeton
Review

^ ) !!W ji^ ia n d
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11 o a r

300*766*0888

J O B L IN E
OOlsney • EOC • CraeUng Magic Through Oivaraity
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— Hundreds of opponents of same-sex marriage gath
ered Sunday on Boston Common to show support for a pro
posed constitutional amendment that would define marriage as
the union of one man and one woman.
People held Kinners that read “Let the people vote,” “Marriat'e,
ancient, sacred” and “Homosexualitv is not m)rmal” as they were enter
tained hy live music.
Speakers lined up tor the rally included some ot the state s most hi«hprotile j;ay marriatje opponents, includint’ Archbishop Sean P. O ’Malley
ot the Roman Catholic RostiMi Archdiocese and state House Speaker
Thomas finneran.
^ K
•V
COLUMBUS, Ohio — A van and a Mercedes were shot minutes
apart on an interstate Sunday in a region where a series o f 21
sniper shootings have occurred, investigators said.
----- - ^
The tiuntire seems consistemt with the snipt'r shootings *along
Interstate 270 south of Odumhus, based on initial evidence, said
Franklin County Sheritt’s Chief Deputy Steve Martin. He stiipped short
ot linking the two shootings to the serial guntUe. --^ T
*
No injuries were reportesl m Sunday’s shtKitin]|6, vyhich happened
about 11:^0 a.m. on Interstate 71 ncar^,Jcifersonvitle, abyut 40 miles
southwest ot Colutnhus, said Jerri Redtern, a dispatcher wHh the State
Fhghway Patrol.
\
• • •
o sto n

B

LOS ANGELES — NASA's Opportunity rover took microscopic
images Sunday of a bedrock outcropping on the surface of Mars
that scientists hope will answer questions about whether the rock
could have formed in water.
The images will help scientists understand what the environment
was like when the rock was harmed, said Jim Erickson, deputy mission
manager.
Opportunity’s camera spotted the outcropping, which is about 50 feet
long and a toot high, within days ot its Jan. 24 landing. It is the first
bedriKk outcropping seen on any Mars mission.
— Associated Press

a g h d a d , Iraq — U.N. experts met with Iraqi leaders for the first
time Sunday to discuss the chances of holding early elections as
Prince Charles made a surprise visit and Japan expanded its first mil
itary deployment to a combat zone since World War II.
In tresh violence, insurgents attacked separate U.S. Army convoys with
explosives, killing one soldier and wounding three others, witnesses said.
Tile soldier was killed when a roadside bomb exploded near Mahmudiyah,
20 miles south ot Baghdad, a military spokesman said. No other details
were available.
• • •
ST. MARC, Haiti — Hundreds of Haitians looted TV sets, mattress
es and sacks of flour Sunday in this coastal town, one of several com
munities seized by armed rebels in a bloody uprising against
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide.
Using telled trees, flaming tires and car chassis, residents blocked the
streets into St. Marc, a day after reliels drov'e out police in gunbattles that
killed two people. Many residents in the area have formed neighborhood
groups to back insurgents in their push to expel the president.
A t least 18 people have been killed since armed rebels began their
assault four days ago, setting police stations on fire and driving officers
from the key city of Gonaives along the Caribbean Sea and several small
er nearby towns.
• • •
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell
expressed "appreciation" for Pakistan's investigation into nuclear
proliferation to Iran, Libya and North Korea in a call to President
Gen. Pervez Musharraf, an official said Sunday.
Powell will visit Pakistan “shortly,” a top government official told The
As.sociated Pre.ss on condition of anonymity.
The United States has refused to publicly criticize Pakistan for leaks of
nuclear secrets to countries included in President Bush’s “Axis of Evil.”
Instead, Washington has praised the investigation and called Musharraf’s
decision last week to pardon Khan after the scientist’s televised apology an
internal matter.
— Associated Press

B

ASHINGTON — Mem bers
from the Georgetow n
University Students for Justice
in Palestine raised a 20-foothigh wall in Red Square on
Wednesday to protest the 400mile wall being built by Israel
around the West Bank.
Students rallied to oppose the
wall that
of
the Palesr.^uiJi tu ril^ o fy ^
that b^ilf ()f rb.v
land
would he annexed^ txT lsrael.
ProtesterT*^maintained tfilit the
annexed"Tahd wouTT" resTilt in
severe ifconomic ctiiv.) S\K ial impliPalesrinian.s -in the
West Bjnk andtnaT CJ^S . t^x dol
lars to TTfTfg t
wall’s

W

Samern-Owe ida, an ex ^ u tive
board memhei;~.«uL„Stiltients for
Justice itU 2okjiine,
of the pri.ii^;st was rn
ness a u i a t i i r c f l ^ c j j p » ^ ^ on
“this breaclTtTHnTenfiaf^^
law
and barrier to peace.”
Oweida said the prtitest had
been very successful.
“Many people were supportive.
It was important to get our mes
sage out because there hasn’t
been enough debate on the
topic,” Oweida said.
— University Wire

T H IS W E E K
I N

A S I
MONDAY

E v e n t s
MOVIE

Kxpn

MADNESS

pm

Featuring MATRIX REVOLUTIONS
Monday, February 9

W W W

i:
c p r . o r g

6 p.m. & 8:30 p.m. showings in Chumash Auditorium • FREE

week of 2/9 - 2/1 S

Com e watch “M A T R IX R E V O L U T IO N S ’ and find out how the trilogy
ends. Popcorn wiU be provided. Seating is Imited.

HIGHER GROUNDS

ENTERTAINMENT SERIES

t*

I

time

Featuring A L L R IS E

PJ/show

prize

W ednesday, February 11
6 • 8 p.m. in B a c k S t a ^ Pizza • F R E E

WEPNiSPAY
5pm........... Screen Scene....... Palm tickets
THURSPAY
5pm..........Kimi...................Insomniac U rental
5pm.......... Shaken Not......... Palm tickets
6pm.......... O ff Proadway.......Insomniac U rental
11pm.......... Audio Obscura...... Palm tickets
FRIPAY
1 lam ............E J.................... Insomniac U rental
SATURPAY
9pm.......... M ik e ................. Palm tickets
SUNPAY
2pm.......... Emilie................. Insomniac U rental
7pm.......... lyrical Origami.... Palm tickets

A L L R IS E is a band not based on fashion, manufactured hype or
cynicism. Their identity is simply the energy of their shows: a band
and an audience, and that strange umon that happens when speakers
push air

UU H O U R
Featuring EVERYDAY JOE
Thursday, February 12
11 a.m. • noon in the UU Plaza • FREE
E V E R Y D A Y JO E defines uncom prom ising taste and talent. Primary

Kilo
Mike Mike
live Oh KCPR
sessiohs
tuesdaY
februarY 10
at 7p»h

influences encom pass popular artists such a s The Dave Matthews
Band. Counting Crows. Ben Folds, and improvisationai jazz
innovators of the past. The instrumentation provides a unique sound

featured show--

with a driving groove.

lyrical Origami
T I C K E T S ON S A L E N O W

Airs: Sundays 7-9pm

Simple Plen, MXPX, Sugar Cult and Billy Talent

ostsi^Pr. Pestruoto and Johnny Utah

Tuesday, February 24 at 7 p.m., doors at 6 p.m.

ic and experimental hip hop.
A S i Events presents these four great bands in the Cal Poly Rec
Center. Tickets available at all VaHitix outlets and 1-d88-VA LLIH X or

<—Keep ittoThe left

756-5277

V ALLITIX.CO M . Student discount at the M ustang Ticket Office only.

W W W .ASI.CALPDLY.EDU/EVENTS
5 6 a s m iii

EVEN TS
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Arts & Culture
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The Manhattan skyline, an American sym
bol of wealth and opportunity, peeks
through the beams of the Brooklyn Bridge.
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The 103rd Street C-train stopped everyday
directly below my apartment on Central
Park West. It's more convenient to ride the
subway than to own a car in the city.
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A street vendor in Chinatown sells orchids,
water bottles, slippers and incense.
Although illegal, the vendors sell whatever
they can to survive in the city.

Breakdancers at the 34th Street subway sta
tion provide passers-by with a giimpse o f
the thriving hip-hop culture in the city.

,«>i.- ---W

a k

The subway system is the lifeiine of the city.
Built by Irish immigrants, the underground
transportation carries millions everyday to
travel to their Jobs, businesses and apart
ments without the hassle o f the traffic
above ground.

B fe y o n d
^

th ^ y n r k im r t n l O f n Q
the
norm al 9 to 5

New York City us a centerpiece tor the human experience,
and 1 was drawn ttmard it like an
insect to light.
Last autumn 1 left the security
of a small* town existence to
serve an internship with “20/20”
and “Primetime" ABC News in
Manhattan.
Tite city is intimidating from
the taitside, and it frightened yet
fascinated me. Dense metallic
structures seemed to exude an
inaudihle tone of ambition, ruth
lessness and privilege. 1 was
afraid it wmild devour me.
Once inside, 1 (,|uickly grasped
that my inhibitions were unjustifieil. Those in search of an excit
ing and successful life sojourned
tt) the city, creating a weh of
human desire atid dreams. 1 was
pari||ofBiat weh, and it unified
me with the immigrants, artists,
husine.ssmen, celebrities and
even the homeless.

1 spent three months with
some of the greatest industry pro
fessionals’ in the national news
netw'ork, including Barbara
Walters, Diane Sawyer and John
Stos.sell. Tlteir insights provided
me with truth aKnit the hmadcast
news industry, hut 1 found more
value ;uid tnith aKuit human life
on the streets of Manhattan.
New York C'ity is a place of life,
a K'd (if hi.story and a wealth of
diversity. Walking down ever>'
street, one is confronted with so
much magnificence in tenns of
architecture, human interaction
and lifestyles that it inevitably
forces the observer to accept
diversity. So many pc'ople come to
the city for a better way of life, or
for a better career, that makes
New York essentially a hub for
per;sonal change. It changed me. 1
can now live life knowing that
there is humanity waiting for me
to diKument.

Photos and text by Carrie McGourty
Graphic communication junior
Designed by Brooke Finan
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The first snowfall in Central Park helps New
Yorkers disregard the freezing tempera
tures and play in the snow, a favorite past
time.

Manhattan skyscrapers surround the
plethora of people venturing to Central
Park to take advantage of the fresh snow
fall.

An advertisement that decorates layers of
decaying paint on a brick building on
Lafayette Street represents the talent of
many artists who venture to the city in
search of an outlet for expression.

A park and community garden in the Lower
Eastside is a haven for artists or those in
search of a breath of fresh air away from the
chaos of the city.
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"Miracle" more about drama than sport
•Film based on 1980
U.S. Olympic hockey
team lacks actual
on-ice action
By Kendrick J. Carson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

It may not be the crazy antics of
young hcKkey players being coached
by Emilii> Estevez, but it is Disney.
This time, the movie magicians at
Disney strayed from the Minnesota
peewee league of “The Mighty
Ducks” to a Disney-fied portrayal of
the real life 1980 U.S. htK'key team in
“Miracle.”
The film is based on the true story
of washed up amateur hockey player
Herb Brooks (Kurt Russell), who was
the last player cut from the 1960 U.S.
hockey team. He felt robbed because
the team went on to win the gold
medal at the Olympics without him.
In 1980, he got a second chance to
taste gold by coaching the U.S.
Olympic htKkey team in Lake Placid.
Those Olympic Games were signifi
cant not only for athletic superiority
but also for the overtones of the on
going Cold War. The conflict espe
cially hyped the game between the
U.S. and the USSR, as it clearly
revealed an “us versus them” mental
ity.
Before he can get his team to face
the Russians, though. Brooks has to
put on his game face.
In the beginning, he seems bitter,

Thoujfrh the

and past rink hours),
tells them they are on
the verge of being cut
from the team and even
insults injured players
in an attempt to fire
them up. He worked his
players so hard that
they bought him a whip
and a whistle for
Christmas.
Brooks was a mad
scientist who revolu
tionized the game.
Until he began coachiiTg, American hockey
was entirely physical.
Brooks was an advocate
for toughness but inte
grated speed skills,
hardcore conditioning,
preparation and strate
gy, which was the
European style of play.
To further illustrate
his aggressive attitude,
at one point in the film
Brooks skates over to a
side board to draw up a
wild play. He finished
and asked the team for
questions, and no one
COURTESY PHOTO
answered. A fter he
Kurt Russell captures the tenacity of 1980 U.S. Olympic hockey coach Herb Brooks in the new Disney film "Miracle."
motioned for the team
The film accurately chronicles the team's rise to the gold medal but focuses too much on off-ice drama.
to run the play, one of
the players said, “What
cial, with some players having met flawless portrayal of what happened never have even faced if they lost in
the hell is he talking about .^”
before in old college rivalries. The in 1980, it spent too much time the preliminary rounds. They did
BrLXTks employed some unethical team does not get along at the start fcKusing on Brcniks’ home life. Tex) end up playing the Soviets and win
practices, but he believed that it was and gets into a brawl before first cuts much of the film was wasted on argu ning, but it was in the semifinals.
going to take a special, well-condi are made. However, just like Dr. ments with his wife (Patricia The gold medal game was talked
tioned group to beat the Soviets, who Disney prescribed, the team pulls Clarkson) about his lack of devotion about at the end, but it was not
had won the gold in the itself together in time and wins the to his family. Audiences dnx)ling for shown.
Olympics four consecu gold.
hard checking and brutal fights will
Though the movie is slightly
tive times before 1980.
Russell did an excellent job play not be thrilled about Bnxiks and his above satisfactory, you do feel
The odds were stacked ing Brooks down to the last detail. He better half having it out for 20 min manipulated after it is fini.shed, just
completely against him, talked like the late coach and even utes over which child to pick up in like every other Disney flick. You
_________ and his supporters doubt dressed like him in yellow-checkered the aftemexm.
can get the same story summed up in
ed his decisions.
“Miracle” could have also included a 1980s sports moments anthology.
sptirt coats. A1 Michaels’ broadcast is
But Hollywood could not have replayed during the game and pro more ice time overall. The entire Better yet, snag Disney’s previous
written a better rcript for Brooks and vides a nice touch to the excitement. game was spent preparing for a game h(Kkey classic, the aforementioned
his squad; the team was indeed spe
Though the movie gave a near with the Soviets, who the U.S. might “The Mighty IXicks.”

movie gave a near^flawless
portrayal of what happened in ¡980, it
spent too much time focusing on Brooks’
home life.
showing the players at try-outs that
he means business. He conditions
them relentlessly (even after games

Dizzee Rascal emerges from 'Da Corner'
By Zach Jones
CORNELL DAILY SUN (CORNELL UNIVERSITY)

ITH ACA, N.Y. — If Busta
Rhymes, Mystikal and Rtxits Manuva
had an illegitimate child (forgive the
image), it would probably rap some
thing like Dizzee Rascal. Entirely
peerless, any attempt to compare
Dizzee with an American emcee,
even fellow Brits Manuva or the
Streets, is for naught.
“Boy in Da Corner” marks the
emergence of the 18-year-old East
London phenom from underground
raves and pirate stations. And while
Dizzee may be young, woven
throughout
his diction-defying
rhymes is an insight and a savvy well
beyond his years.
The world of “Boy in Da Corner”
is a decidedly bleak one, and it reads
as a street-level testimony to the vio
lence, prostitution and drug abuse
native to the small world of East
Londtm. But unlike groups such as
NWA, Dizzee never places himself
within the nihilism he witnesses but
r.ither continues to recede from it.
Matching the desperate subject
matter are equally sparse atui strippecl
down beats. Nevertheless, they
remain as dense as platinum, with a

dull base beat permeating nearly
every track. The opener “Sittin
Here” builds from a chilled out
thump to a swirling disarray of car
alarms and ptdice sirens. More often
than not, cell phone effects and
GTA gunshtits constitute as much of
the pn^duction work (done largely by
Dizzee himselO as anything remotely
musical.
Yet the heart of the album is
Dizzee’s rapping itself. The superb “I
Luv U” depicts a back and forth argu
ment between an unwilling teenage
father-to-be and a suspect woman,
“jus a Rascal,” boasting a punk rcKk
bassline and a roaring cathedral choir
(Ml the chorus, has Dizzee taking stabs
at anycnie thinking of hustling him.
“jezebel" finds Dizzee commenting
(M l the cycle of teen promiscuity and
prostituti(Mi, castigating such girls for
C(Mitinuing the trend: “Now she’s g(M
(Mie of her own / Two kids / EAen
worse / Two little girls / Two iikmc of
her / That’s two jezebels.”
Perhaps Dizzee’s greatest feat on
“Roy in Da C(Miier” is the (Miginal
and distinctive style he has carved
(Hit (Ml his debut. Of C(Mirse, this is
greatly abetted by his impcMietrable
and indecipherable C(x;kney accent
(yes, he is speaking English). Rut to

hear Dizzee is the equivalent of
throwing a grenade into an alu
minum trash can; it’s a kino-fist spike
driven right through the forehead.
Anyone expecting a fluid flow a la
Phife and Q-Tip should abandon pre
conceptions. His stop-start rapping is
as jagged as a joey Santiago guitar
riff, a voice that upon first listen will
be immediately identifiable there
after.
For all of his brio and macho pos
turing, Dizzee remains both wounded
and fragile. Hidden underneath his
knifing delivery are moments of vul
nerable sincerity. Whereas in “Sittin’
Here,” Dizzee observes the scope of
his environment wicle-eyed, by the
album’s close that same world has
shrunk until it has backed him into a
corner, and an exhausted Dizzee con
fides, “S(Miietimes when I wake up / I
wish 1 C(Hild sleep forever / If I had
the guts to end it all / I would.”
However, it would be t ( X ) easy to dis
miss Dizzee as C(Mnically cynical, and
though the jcnirney is bleak, the
album effectively ends with the line
“You can do anything.” It is not an
album of defeat but maturity, a ccMifident and powerful statement from an
emcee whose future hxiks brighter
than ever.' * » >• •
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'Barbershop 2 'buzzes to No. 1

in In
The News
Gibson releasing movie of
biblical proportions

She has published nine books of
poetry, won a Pulitzer Prize in 1993
and a Boll ingen Prize in 2001. She
os ANGELES — Mel Gibson was named poet laureate last
said his need to reevaluate his .August.
W illiam s spokesman James G.
life inspired him to make the bibli
Kolesar
said the college hopes the
cal epic "The Passion of the
departure is not permanent.
Christ."
“Louise Gluck has several times
“I’ve been offered every kind of
in
the past taken leaves from her
excess that money and fame brings,
and it’s not good enough,’’ Gibson position at Williams to teach else
said Saturday before 3,800 invited where, and in each instance she
guests at evangelical Azusa Pacific returned,” he said. “She’s a valued
teacher and colleague, and the col
University.
The event, which was broadcast lege hopes this will be the case
to churches nationwide, was billed again.”
as a “training rally’’ for pastors and
church youth group leaders who may Driver discovers poor
use the intense portrayal of Christ’s conditions in Southeast
suffering to attract new members to Asian garment factories
the faith.
PHNOM PENH, Cam bodia —
The film has been criticized by
Actress
Minnie Driver said she was
some Jewish leaders who fear the
portrayal of Jesus’ crucifixion could ignorant about the conditions
that women in poor countries
lead to anti-Semitism.
“I’m not anti-Sem itic,’’ said work under until she visited gar
Gibson, who directed, co-wrote and ment factories in Cambodia and
financed the $25 million film. ”... Thailand.
“The poorest people with the
I’ve shown it to many Jews, and
least are making sacrifices for those
they’re like, it’s not anti-Semitic."
Gibson plans to open the film in of us who have the most,” said
the United States on Feh. 25 — Ash Driver, 33, who visited Southeast
Wednesday on the Roman Catholic Asia as part of the British charity
group Oxfam International’s “Make
calendar.
Trade Fair” campaign.
Wearing a patterned red skirt
Gluck becomes
made out of Cambodian silk by
writer-in-residence for
local garment workers. Driver said
Yale University
she wanted corporate leaders to
carefully
consider their buying
WILLIAMSTOWN, Mass. — U.S.
poet laureate Louise Gluck has practices.
“Every time they squeeze to get
decided to leave Williams College
for a writer-in-residence position lower production costs, faster pro
duction, it’s nobi>dy but the work
at Yale University.
Gluck will teach two pt>etry writ ing women who suffer,” said Driver,
ing courses at Yale this fall. Her who earned an Oscar nomination in
appointm ent is for a five-year, 1998 for her role in “Good W ill
renewable term, said Yale spokes Hunting.”
She spoke Sunday after a fashion
woman Dorie Baker. The move was
reported in Thursday’s editions of show in Phnom Penh where gar
ment w'orkers modeled clothes bear
the Yale Daily News.
Gluck, 60, o f Cambridge, has ing large tags reading “Made in
taught at Williams since 1983, usu Cambodia ... by us ... U S $0.25 per
ally only during the fall semester. hour.”
She made the 1 50-miIe commute to
— Associated Press
Williams about once a week.

L

By David Germain
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — Movie-goers are feeling good
about hair and hockey.
Ice Cube’s upbeat sequel “Barbershop 2: Back in
Business” debuted as the top weekend movie with
$25.1 million, while Kurt Russell’s inspiring hockey
tale “M iracle” opened at No. 2 with $19.4 million,
according to studio estimates Sunday.
The family flick “Catch That Kid,” about a girl
who organizes a bank heist to pay for her father’s
surgery, opened at No. 6 with $6 million.
The overall box office fell, with the top 12 movies
grossing $92.8 million, down 9 percent from the
same weekend last year.
Playing in 2,711 locations, “Barbershop 2” aver
aged a strong $9,259 a theater, compared to a $7,464
average in 2,605 cinemas for “M iracle.”
“Barbershop 2” brings back Ice Cube, Cedric the
Entertainer and the rest of the gang from 2 0 0 2 ’s hit
comedy set in a gossipy hair joint i>n Chicago’s south
side. W ith positive review's, the sequel has a good
shot at topping the $75 million total gross of the first
“Barbershop,” which took in $20.6 million over its
opening weekend.
Blacks made up almost all the opening-weekend
audience for the first film, while non-black crowds
accounted for a third o f viewers at “Barbershop 2,”
said Erik Lomis, head of distribution for MGM,
w'hich released both movies. That was a sign the
sequel may have more long-term crtissover appeal
than the original, Lomis said.
“Barbershop 2” also introduced Queen Latifah in a
small role as a salon owner next door, the setting for
her own spinoff movie, “Beauty Shop,” which MGM
plans to release around Thanksgiving.
“M iracle” stars Russell as hockey coach Herb

Brooks, who led the U.S. team to an upset victory
over the powerhouse Soviets in the 1980 W inter
Olympics. Distributor Disney hopes “M iracle” will
have the same staying power at theaters as the stu
dio’s previous sports-themed successes, “Remember
the Titans” and “The Rookie.”
“We all like a dose of feel-good,” said Chuck
Viane, Disney head of distribution. “It’s interesting
to have a movie in which people know the ultimate
ending, yet they’re on the edge of their seats. You’d
swear you were at a sports arena because the audi
ence is so into the game.”
Bernardo Bertolucci’s “The Dreamers” debuted
with $15 0 ,0 7 8 at five theaters in New York C ity and
Los Angeles, scoring an impressive average of
$ 30,016 a cinema. Rated N C-17 for explicit sex,
“The Dreamers” is a coming-of-age story about twins
and their new American friend in 1968 Paris.
“Osama,” an Afghan drama about a child beggar
in Kabul under Taliban rule, also opened strongly
with $53,000 on four screens in New York C ity and
Los Angeles, averaging $ 13 ,2 5 0 a theater.
Estimated ticket sales for Friday through Sunday
at North American theaters, according to Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc. Final figures will be released
Monday.
1. “Barbershop 2: Back in Business,” $25.1
million.
2. “Miracle,” $19.4 million.
3. “You Got Served,” $7.7 million.
4. “Along Came Polly,” $7 million.
5. “The Butterfly Effect,” $6.7 million.
6. “Catch That Kid,” $6 milliim.
7. “The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the
King,” $4.4 million.
8. “Monster,” $3.51 million.
9. “Mystic River,” $3.5 million.
10. “Cold Mountain,” $3.2 million.
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Summertime and the living can be easy
or centuries upi>n centuries, tlte summer
time has been perceived as a haven, a
sanctuary, a well-deserved and muchneeded break and, most ot all, a season to do
thinjis you couldn’t normally do with school in
the way.
But instead ot lookint» ahead to the summer
and dre.iminjt about all the thintüs we hope to
acaanplish over the three-month break. Cal
Poly students are suddenly struck with tear, anx
iety, contusion and stress. And no, it is not
because ot that rash they woke up with atter a
nit>ht with .1 strant^er.
Kver •'ince the uni\ersity’s administratioit
announced there would he cuts to summer
school due to budget cuts, the Collette has been
in an uprttar. Stiklents are runnintt to their
advisers tryintt to tiyure out how they can cram
11 units into spring (.]uarter, non-tenured tacultv memberN are scramblintj to jump on preexistintt research projects to till up that empty teachintJ time, and the ailmiitistration is calculatintt
iust how mam more units they can cut trom our
requirement> betöre our dettrees .ire virtually
worthless.
Nevertheles>, we as a campus community
must come to jttips with the decreased summer
course. So, it you were plannintt to attend Mimmer courses, can't j^et out ot your year-round
lease or just don’t want to live with the p.irental
units tor a tew months, we have the ultimate
milde tor you. With a smlden abundance ot time

F

and treedom this summer, we tijiure this is final
ly the perfect opportunity to do everythint» ytui
ever wanted to do. W e’ve devised some of the
ij;reatest thing’s to do in San Luis Obispo this
summer while not attending Cal Poly cla.sses.
So here it
Attend summer schixd at Cuesta Collej»e. It’s
a top-notch institution to finish up your jieneral education courses and
ahead of your
freshman or sophomore class. Oh, but what to
do if you _______________________________
a 1r e a d y
com pleted
your t)Ks.’
W ell,
we
micss you’re
SOL (read
on to find
out more to
do
this
summer).
Now that you have all the time in the world,
you can actually spend some quality hours at
the beach and
ft-"'! tan (you know, pnv
duced by the sun). We don’t want anymore of
that take ‘n bake crap that turns you as orange
as an Oompa Loompa. Plus, we live in a healthctmscious society — do you honestly think all
that radiation is good for you?
While you’re on the beach with tiothing to
do, you can take a red marker and circle all the
errors in the Summer Mustang newspaper.

Then if you’re feeling really ambitious yt)u can Jackson’s nipple shield thing. After all, the sun
rewrite the articles with the correct spelling, burst design did look fairly intricate. Don’t be
grammar and punctuation and send it in to the afraid to challenge yourselves and market the
editors, since all of you seem to think you could end result to some Poly Dollies.
do a better job of producing this fine publica
Then we have the esteemed faculty of
tion. Or, if you finally realize that you aren’t a California Polytechnic State University, San
journalism major and don’t have the skills to Luis Obispo. You didn’t think we’d leave you
put this thing out, maybe you can just settle for out, did you? The faculty definitely needs to
completing the crossword puzzle. We know The relax, let their collective hair hang loose and let
New York Times puzzle can be a doozy, but our the good times roll. That’s right — with all the
u n iv e rsity extra time, forget about catching up on all the
is at the top reading you’ve been wanting to do. Instead,
rung of the head down to the bars and experience the San
intellectual Luis Obispo nightlife. There’s no shame in
ladder — becoming a downtown bar rat, regardless of
there is no your age or reputation. Anyway, this will allow
excuse but all those students praying to graduate by fall
to finish it. quarter to kiss up to you by buying a round of
F o r drinks, and free drinks taste much better.
tho.se more
Well, now that we’ve suggested ways to make
active summer participants, we have an idea the summer a productive one, it’s time to face
that will get you all wet. Nothing says summer reality and get back to winter quarter. L(x>ks
more than a Slip ‘N Slide with 20of your clos like we have to start coming up with ways to get
est friends. If you need a good place to lay it through the next two (.[uarters’ worth of finals
dtnvn, the business lawn, with its soft grass and first.
perfect slope, is a good venue since we know
there won’t be many classes to disrupt. Don’t Steve Hill and Chrissy Roth are journalism
seniors and Mustang Daily columnists who
forget to invite us.
blere’s an idea for all the engineering majors intend to accomplish all of the above tasks
out there — keep up on your weKling skills over (well, except for the welding part). Know any
the summer. If you need something to practice good ways to fill the summertime in SLO? Emaking, you can always try duplicating Janet mail them at QuitYerBitchinCP@yahoo.com.

Bush statement is'troubling'

W

e are niit homo.sexual.
Wc are human.

W ith this in mind, the Mas.sachusetts Supreme
Judicial Ctnirt must be praised for its actions in the heat
ed battle for gay rights.
Last Wednesday, the court upheld a previous niling
that full marriage for gay couples, rather than civil
unions, will be rca>gnized as part of the state’s constitu
tion. TJie ruling puts Massachusetts on a path to be the
first state in the nation to legalize gay marriage, possibly
as s«xm as this year.
W hile tltis ruling signifies leaps and bounds for gay
rights and shouLl be duly applauded.
cme man is hxiking to quash these
rights.
Th.it man is the President of the United States of
America.
George W. Bush released a statement that eerily mir
rored his State ot the Union address comments on samesex unions, stating that the court’s decision is “deeply
troubling." He went on to say, “Marriage is a .sacred insti
tut icui K'tween a man and a woman. If activist judges
insist on re-defining marriage by court order, the only
alternative will he the constitutional process. We must
do what IS legally necessary to defend the sanctity of mar
riage.”
With these 42 words, the president effectively verhalizcxl his homophobia. More importantly, he establisheil
that he is willing to demolish the rights of people who
have a way ot life that does not conform to his conserva
tive values.
So m.iny strides have already been made on the w'ay to
equal rights for homo.sexuals that Bush’s statement is a
slap in America’s face. His job is to fight for our freedoms
— we all know he docs it tor every other troubled nation
— and instead he is further alienating a populatioti that
is already viewed as alien.

Editorial

Imagine every young person who is already having
problems coming out to family and friends. Now imagine
these young peiiple hearing Bush’s words. His statement
could only serve to crush any confidence and self-assur
ance they had worked up, in effect shoving young homo
sexuals back in the closet and into a world where they
have lived in far too long, a world where they are viewed
as different simply because of their .sexual orientation.
Let’s turn the tables on Bush for a moment. Make him
a regular citizen, and suppose the president — the leader
of his country — came out and said he and his wife Laura
could not be married. Would denying their love K‘ fair?
Would it not deflate his spirit and give him less hope for
the future of his country?
Yes, some will say hiimo.sexuals should not be togeth
er, pointing out that their relationships are marred by
irresponsibility and infidelity. But has it ever dawned on
anyone that .srKiety may have pushed this position on
them? By deeming them outcasts, they are shouldered
with tremendtius stKial pressure to conform. Surely this
cannot help any relationship they are trying to establish
with a person of the same sex.
W hat this is.sue boils down to, then, is basic human
decency. The Massachusetts high courts have recognized
this need for decency, but the president h.is not. By deny
ing homosexuals the right to legally bind their love and
commitment, they are also denied their constitutional
rights as people. It d(x?s not matter if a union is between
man and woman, man and man or woman and woman.
Tlic collective population cried “Impeach!” at the
hint of former President Clinton’s sexual misconduct, yet
no tine bats an eye at Bush’s hate speech. His deplorable
words undermine his trust as a leader, as he no longer rep
resents the liberties of his entire constituency and .serves
to enforce the morals of the religious right.
This, more than any court ruling, is “deeply trou
bling.”
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Letter to the editor
Some refuse the moral implications of belief
Editor,
l\'en Cdiatterjee's commentary, “Believing in Gixl can be a reasonable
choice,” (Feb. 4) is a hornet’s nest of as.sumptions and presuppositions.
When said that someone cannot prove Gtxl’s existence, it diK'sn’t mean
there is no evidence for his existence, it simply means that there is no argu
ment that can conclusively cause 100 percent of people to K'lieve it. Tlus
happi'ns if stimeone has already niled out the possibility of Gixl’s existence:
He can then nitionalize or explain away any evidence that points toward a
higher K'ing. Just like stuneone who is convinced that man never went to
the nxxtn, no amount of video hxitage, interviews or mixm rocks will mat
ter Fecause his mind is already made up. L')ftentiines, unbelief is not for a
lack of pnxif but for a refusal to accept the moral implications of belief.
Kxcept for the cocky comparison of belief in G ikI to a K*lief in unicorns,
Chatterjee’s only argument against Gixl’s existence is that “the idea of an
omnipotent, omniscient and all-gixxl Givl is hard to put together logical
ly.” Han.1 for whom? ChatterjcH.' simply dismi.s.ses it at that, but is it really
illogical? I'Vx.'sn’t it make sen.se that the being who creates the universe and
everything in it wiuild know all aKiut his wtirk? Wtuildn’t he have to be
all-powerful to go through with it? .AKxit the only enigma is how an allgixxl Gtxl with that power would allow suffering and evil in His creation.
Howe\ er, (.Christian theology proviiles logical answers to this.
.Apparent to anyone who takes a serious, honest Kxik at the existence of
G(xl, it is not merely teas»enable to K'lieve in him but logical, U xi.
David Jansson is a general engineering freshman.

Mustang Daily is looking for a few
good cartoonists and columnists.
C^utoonists shtHilcI bring; a pro)X)sal and art .sample to
Laura in 26-226. ( Ytlimini.st.s can .send a propo.sal and 500word sample to nmstanj.;daily@hotmail.com. Please irielude
yiHir name, major and phone number with all submissions.
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Cal Poly: Show m e the culture
S

o, ir’s only six weeks into the
quarter, you just received one,
mayhe two, ot your midterms hack
with less than desirable results, and lo
and behold, its time to register for class
es tor next quarter.
This dauntinti task may include
choosing» classes that you’ve dreaded or
avoided tor the past couple ot quarters,
maybe rp^isterint» tor a class that you
are sure you
are ^oinjj; to
fail
or
choose classes that fulfill not only your
major requirements but your general
education requirements as well.
Lets take a closer look at these GE
requirements.
They are all classes we have taken
before in our primary or secondary
school years. English, history, math and
science sprinkled with some new tech
nology and humanities classes are all
subjects in which college-educated stu
dents should be well versed. But what is
this
U .S.
Cultural
Pluralism
Requirement?
According to the Spring 2004 sched
ule, the USCP requirement emphases
classes based on one or more of the U.S.
cultures including Asian Am erican,
African American, Hispanic American
and American Indian. The classes
focus on issues of “gender, diversity,
equity, ethnocentricity and ethnicity
and the problems facing contemporary
society.” Basically, it takes into account
the causes, problems and possible solu
tions to Am erica’s arrangement of
diversity?

Commentary

L thi> requirement necessary at a
California Stare University?
C')f course it is, and especially at Cal
Poly.
According ti) the Virtual Adxaser on
the Cdtl Poly admissions ’'Veb site, 27
percent of the Cal Pol\ population
belongs to “ethnic group».’’ 1 don't
know how this survey was taken or
what is considered an “ethnic gnnip,"
but when 1 walk around campus and see
100 people, I doubt it 27 t)f them devi
ate far from the ethnicity ot Caucasian.

nixmics because 1 am black, ebonically
speaking “Pm gonna have to go off.”
And no 1 don’t, bv the wav.
The best solutitm to han^ih igno
rance and intolerance is with knowl
edge, and if you take a look around we
are at the huh ot knowledge; higher
education. After tour itr five years at
college, spending more than $1 LOCO a
year, it is a crime to graduate and enter
the world only knowing abi>ut yourself.
So, yes, the USCP requirement at
Cal Poly is necessary.

But that is Cal Poly, and that is part
However, 1 implore you, don’t think
of the sch(H)l’s make-up ot students.
ot this particular OE as a dreaded
However, the problem with this lies requirement, think of it as an (opportu
in the mind trame, beliets and perspec nity to make the best of your college
tives of the majority group toward education. W hat is the purptose of busi
members of minority groups.
ness if you don’t know the history of
Although, there is a population of your target audiences? And what is the
students on campus --------------------------------------------------------------- purpose of communi
cation if you can
from
different The best Solution to handle
only talk to someone
backgrounds who ignorance and intolerance is
like yourself?
and perceptive to ^ith knowledge, and if you take
In addition, the
the beliefs and cul- 0. look around we are at the hub requirement
only
asks for <^ne class in
tures of people not o f knowledge: higher education.
like them, there
this area. There are'
are people who are
more than 60 of
incredibly ignorant about cultures and these classes offered a quarter — take
beliefs other than their own. I myself three, four or five classes. A fter Asianam not excluded from this group in cer- American history, take a religion class
tain areas.
and a women’s studies class and then
In four years at Cal Poly I’ve wit- take many more. The possibility of
nessed discussions, commentaries in the what you will learn and gain is endless,
newspaper and even actions by certain And it will not only benefit you but
groups that convey a level of ignorance also the Cal Poly population.
and intolerance toward diversity that ____________________________________
should not be on a college campus. If JoAnn Sanders is a journalism senior
one more person a.sks me if 1 speak and M ustang Daily Staff writer.

More letters to the editor
Ads should spark dialogue
Editor,
Til is letter is in respon.se to Sarah
Benoit’s letter, “Moniilogues’ ads offensive”
(Feb. 4).
Tliat’s the point. No one is saying they
aren’t offensive or that you shouldn’t feel
that way aKiut the ads — simply put, that’s
their purpose. Tltey aren’t meant to he sen
sitive to the community. The purpose of
putting on a pnxluction like “TTic Vagina
Monologues” is to have important dia
logues that we often repress in our society.
Why is it that we are ashamed of the
word “cuntT’ Wliy are women not supposed
to talk aKxit their sexuality? We are all
humans — we all have needs, wants and
desims. Kit for some reason, it’s ok tor one
sex to express themselves mom than the
other.
Sarah, you said you were going to attend
a pnxluction of “Tlie Vagina Monologues”
K'fore you saw the “use of such a vulgar and
ofifeasive word in its advertisements.” It’s
probably more important now than ever
that you still attend and try to understand
why that word offends you so much in the
first place.
Pam Gidwani is a graphic communication
senior.

'Monologues'will educate
Editor,
Tltere was a complaint made aKiut cer
tain publicity posters for “Tlie Vagina
Monologues.” Tlie complaint dealt with
one poster that K'ars the won.1 “cunt.” Tlie
fact of the matter is the offendcxl womati
did not mad the poster in its entirety. If she
had, she would have seen that the caption
below it di,sproves her whole argument for
labeling it inappropriate.

“Cunt: Not a Four Letter Word” only
lx;ars the K‘st intentions. “The Vagina
Monologues” is an attempt to educate the
public aKiut violence against women, as
well as stigmas women are ass(x:iated with.
By announcing that “cunt” is not a dirty
word, women should only feel more com
fortable talking aK)ut themselves.
The ASl Craft Center recently used the
phra.se “Got WixxlT’ to advertise their ser
vices. Tliis male sexual innuendo receivcxl
no complaints. 1 a.sk all women out there to
definitely see “The Vagina Monologues” so
they will understand that the concept of
the show’s me.s.s,ige is only positive, not an
encouragement of the continuance of
female debauchery.
Stephanie Agron is a speech communica
tion freshman.

'G od' logic is disputable
Editor,
Tlie commentai^' “Believing in Gcxl can
K* a reasonable choice” (Feb. 4), would
have been more aptly named, “Gcxl is dead,
but K'lieve in him if you need to.”
The naturalistic viewpoint of Mr.
Chatterjee pr(x:lainis to be logical, .saying
that since Gixl dixsii’t show himself in
nature, he is as real as a unicorn. Tliat’s
aKnit as absurd as saying that the architect
who built the PAG dexsn’t exist Kx'ause he
can’t K' found in the building. Was Gcxl an
illusion to Kim and Krickett Carpenter,
who spoke on Krickett’s devastating car
crash last week at Veritas? Tliat is but one
of many examples, yet somehow Gixl’s exis
tence is irrational.
No, what is truly irrational is
Chatterjee’s claim to logic withixit any
acknowledgement of the ultimate source of
logic and truth. Even more irrational is the
notion that, even though Gcxl dexsn’t exi.st,
we should still believe in a gcxl because it

serv’es our human needs. Therefore this cos
mic-mist g(xl Kx:omes our ideological ser
vant.
If Veritas hadn’t taken place last week,
this would just be another nin-of-the-mill
atheistic viewpoint. Sure, the paper
announccxl the event last week, but gave no
commentary or reporting on it. Tlie weeklong event filled thousands of seats, but this
pajx'r did not mention it or its discussions
or arguments, but it did qualify for a backhanded slap through a cartexm. It’s disap
pointing that every is.sue this commentary
brings up was dealt with last week. Sadly,
the majority of people reading this paper
don’t know that.
Brian Crawford is an electrical engineering
freshman.

Letter policy
Letters become the property of the
Mustang Daily. Mustang Daily reserves
the right to edit letters for grammar, pro
fanities and length. Letters, commentaries
and cartoons do not represent the views
of the Mustang Daily. Please limit length
to 250 words. Letters should include the
writer's full name, phone number, major
and class standing.
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA 93407
By fax:
(805) 756-6784
By e-mail;
mustanqdailv@hotmail.com
Letters must come from a Cal Poly email account. Do not send letters as an
attachment. Please send the text in the
body of the e-mail.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless
you submit it in the correct format.
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The new
American
pastime
here 1.» no other country in the world that loves apple pi.
and baseball as much as we do. I've discovered a nw
national pastime. It’s as much of an American tradition
as the Super Bowl and the World Series.
What is it? Complaining.
We have an eternal passion for finding fault and heing unhai'ipy. Nothing is ever perfect, and we just love to point that out.
And we have at least 40 different ways we can point that out.
In my single thesaurus there are roughly 40 synonyms for com
plaining, a complaint and a person who complains.
Recently, 1 read an article from the Boston Globe citing
America’s national and international standings on a happiness
scale. America, as many of the cynics may have guessed, is not
among the top 10 happiest countries in the world.
The Globe got this information from an organization dedi
cated to studying global happiness trends. The “World Database
of Happiness” can be found at www.eur.nl/fsw/research/happiness. The researchers compiled thousands of surveys completed
by 112 different nations, covering up to 60 years of happiness
trends in select nations. They have taken the results of these
surveys and distributed the happiness ratings in timelines and
comparison charts. TTie findings
have been divided into various
categories. Nations are ranked by
their average happiness level, amount of happy life years and
other criteria. These different categories are also illustrated
throughout time, making clear any changes and trends that have
occurred.
People have answered the questions in these thousands of sur
veys with one being the least happy and 10 being the happiest.
According to the “World Database of Happiness,” Switzerland is
the place to be with an average happiness level of 8.1. lYenmark
is a close second with an 8.0 average level. The remaining top
10 countries include (in descending order) Co.sta Rica, Iceland,
Luxemburg, Ghana, Canada, Ireland, Nicaragua and Sweden.
The US is tied with El Salvador and Norway competing for the
13, 14 and 15 slots.
Information has also been compiled from World Health
Organization reports on international levels of mental health,
suicide, alcoholism, life expectancy, etc., to explain part of the
variance in happiness levels.
Obviously many questions of validity arise when comprising
information of this sort. I’d rather not bore you with statistical
jargon and talk of standard deviations and scatter plots. If you
are really interested in these things, the Web site explains it
thoroughly.
What 1 am more concerned aK>ut is the fact that, although
not ranked overly pixirly, it is still surprising to me where the US
stands. Countries we dub “third world” have higher “happiness
ratings” than we do. Ghana? Costa Rica? Nicaragua? It appears
these “simple” countries with their “backward” ways are doing
something right that we have yet to appreciate. The Web site
claims one of its goals is to determine the livability of various
countries. So, consequentially, these “third world” nations ulti
mately appear to be more inhabitable than the US.
Perhaps Ghana’s, Costa Rica’s and Nicaragua’s “simpler” ways
of life result from the void of the fast-paced, stress-filled lifestyle
we are wrapped up in. So many people in these nations live in
self-sustaining villages. They grow their own LmhI and raise their
own cattle. Community is integral; neighbors help neighbors,
and clothing is for comfort and practicality — not fashion and
image. What are they really missing out on? If you try to tell a
person in Ghana how revered Ralph Lauren is, they’ll probably
look at you blankly.
Yet, it would be easy to say Americans aren’t higher on the
happiness scale because we have an undying greed for material
gratification. It can’t be blamed on our passion for modern day
conveniences like grocery stores and shopping malls. We can’t
hold these differences accountable for the differences in our
happiness scores because other nations ranked higher than us
revere many of the same values — Canada, Ireland and Sweden,
for example.
Why are we different? It’s a question that 1 don’t think can be
fully answered. Life isn’t so bad, and if you look bard enough, it’s
actually pretty great. Maybe America just needs to relax before
our new national pastime really becomes a tradition among the
ranks of baseball and apple pie. Let’s hope the day never comes
that our national emblem incorporates a new mascot — one
that goes by the name of Oscar and lives in a trash can on
Sesame Street.
Adrienne Boss! is a writer for the Massachusetts Daily Collegian
at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.
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Bush expected to find W M D
By Deb Riechmann
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHlNt'iTON Pro<Kk-nt Bush doniovl he
inurclK'1.1 America into war under take pretenses and
said tlie U .S.'led in\asion was necessarv Because
Saddam Hussein could ha\e developed a nuclear
weapon.
“1 don’r think America caiT stand hy and l-uipe tor the
Best,” the president said. Busli suEtp’e-^ted Saddam may
ha\e destroyed or spirited mit of the countrv the
hantied weapons the Bush admiiti'-tration cited as i
main r.ttionale tor the war.
“I expected to tind the we.ipoits,” Busli ^aid in an
0 \ a l Ottice interview Broadcast Sunday oit .MBCs
"Meet the Press.”
"Sittintt heliind thi^ desk, making a very ditticult
decision ot war and peace, 1 Based my decision on the
Best mtelhyeitce possible," tlie president said. The
mterv lew was taped Saturday.
Bu‘'h .ilso was asked .ihout iuititive Osama Bin
L..den, the suspected mastermind ot the Sept. 1 1, 2001
.ittacks whom the president had pledtted to ^et "dead
or alive."
"1 have no idea whether we will capture or hrinjj; him
to justice,” Bush said.
The interview, his tirst on ,i Sunday t.ilk show since
takifift ottice, c.mie as the president's .ipproval ratin^t
hiis dipped to 47 percent, according to ,m Associated
Press'lpsos poll taken in early Behruary; that compares
with 56 percent just ,i month at;o.
The ,ippearance followed weeks ot criticism triMii
IVmocrats over the failure so tar to tin».l Iraq’s cache ot
weapons.
"They could have Been destroyed durin>i the war,”
Bush said, speculating about reasons the reports mittht
have Been wrontt- "Saddam and his henchmen could
h.ive destroyed them as we entered into Iraq. They
could he hiddeti. Thev could have Been tr.msported to
.mother country, ,ind we ll find out.”
The president said he retained contidence m
Hirector Cw'ortte Tenet. Bush shook his he.id from side
to side when asked it Tenet’s jtih was in jeopardv. "No,

not at ill, not .it .ill,” Bush said.
Bush pledge.! to cooperate with a commission he set
up l.ist week to examine prew.ir intelli>jence l.ipses and
defended its M.irch 2005 report inti date, which is tour
months after the W hite House election.
“There is tioin” to he ample time tor the .American
people to assess ... whether or not 1 made the ritjhl deci
sion in rcmo\ inu Sadvlam Hussein from power,” Bush
said.
Hemocrats in CAmyress and on the campaipm trail
saul Bundav thev wanted to see the findintfs before the
election, it pos>ihle.
‘Wh.it we’\e <j[i't here is a president who simply does
n’t u.mt to he held accountable,” presidential hopetul
Weslev Cd.irk told C:NN’s "Late Hdition.”
Bush did not directly respond to election-year allettations that his .idministration exati^erated intellitience,
hut made clear that the United States considered the
Iraqi president a dictator who hrutali:ed and killed his
iTwn people.
"I stronylv Believe that inaction in Iraq would have
cmhoLleiiesl Saddam Bhissein,” Bush said. “He could
have developed .i nuclear weapon over time — I’m not
sayiny immediately, hut over time ... We would have
Been in ,i position ot Blackmail. In other words, you
can’t rely upon a madman.”
.Also on the toreitfn policy front. Bush said “diplo
macy is |ust Bettinninti” with North Korea. The
L.'nited States .ind its allies are seekintt to persuade
the communist nation to abandon its nuclear weapons
proitrams.
"We are m.ikiniz j^ood progress,” Bush said.
On domestic i.s.sues. Bush said his tax cuts were
responsible tor .in economic rebound.
He dismissed news reports that there is no evidence
he reported for National Guard duty in .Alabama durint’
the summer and tall ot 1472, durin>j the Vietnam War.
"There may Be no evidence But I did report; otherwise,
I wouldn’t have Been honorably discharged.”
Bush expressed indifference about polls that showed
him trailini: the Hemocratic front-runner. Sen. John
Kerrv ot Massachusetts. “I’m not ¡.toiny to lose,” Bush
s.iid. “! vion’t pi.in on losintt.”
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W e Deliver!

Two Locations to Serve You
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Crossword

ACROSS
Overabundance
Party pooper
Excited, in
dialect
Viking letter

36 Sidewalk stand
drink
1
37 J a i___
5
38 Subject of
9
frequent reports
by helicopter
14
42 Catch sight of
15 Counterpart of
43 Old cloth
a count
44 It helps you get
16 Wipe off, as a
a leg up
slate
45 Mudhole
17 Person in the
46 Welsh
'00 class, e g.
49 Hush-hush org.
18
_______cost (free)
50 “Can’t Help
19 King or czar
Lovin’ _. Man”
20 Very tight, as
51 Old-fashioned
verses
38-Across
23 Peacock’s pride 53 Auto
commuter’s
24 Torched.
companion
25 Departure’s
60 Paris’s river
opposite; Abbr.
61 ‘Mamma Mia"
28 Put back in
group
office
62 A deadly sin
31 At wit’s ___
63 Number of
34 Seashore
deadly sins

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Edited by Will Shortz
Convene
Cut like a letter
opener
Lock of hair
Raison d’___
Additionally

DOWN
1 Get, as a cab
2 Doozie
3 E pluribus „
4 Entice
5 Honeybunch
6 Noisy toy
7 River through
Florence
8 Amount
squeezed from
a tube
9 Loner
10 Blow one’s top ’
11 Fable
12 Customer
13 Pay-___ -view
21 Third rock from
the sun
22 Problem of the
stomach lining
25 Fields are
measured in
them
26 Push out of bed
27 Hoarse
29 The “L” of XXL
30 Summer hrs., in
N.Y.C.
31 Spritelike
32 Symbols of
hardness
33 Judicial
declarations
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The Cal Poly Classic is the first women's college lacrosse tournament of its
kind; catering solely to teams in the WDIA Top-20 Preseason Polls. In its
inougural yeor the Col Poly Clossic will showcose 6 skillful teams from all

55"

over the country. The tournament takes place February 14th & 15th

IR7

at the Cal Poly Sports Complex. We hope to see you out there.
Puzzle by G re gory E. Paul

35 Like a wallflower 47 Plane on a
mission
37 Toward the
48 Put on one’s
stern
thinking cap
39 Preach
50 Has supper
40 Former Mideast 52 Chip dip
alliance: Abbr.
53 Bucks and does
41 Fall flower
54 Split
46 Baltimore 11
55 Easily calmed

56 Sarcastic reply
to an assurance

Go Mustangsl Form more Info: www.cplacrosse.com

57 Uninteresting
58 Egyptian fertility
goddess

‘Pizza Solo

u m p a t i)

59 Director
Preminger
60 Champagneflight jet

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or. with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptiarw-are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Crosswords for young solvers; The Learning Network,
nytimes.com/learning/'xwords.
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Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Help W a n t e d
Growing Co. in Goleta looking for
Technical Account Manager.
If you like technology & want a
career in sales, this is the job for
you! Training available for
motivated grads! Benefits, 4 0 IK ,
stock opts., profit share.
Email: careers@govplace.com
We are a sporting good reseller
looking to fill retail/warehouse
positions. Computer skill desired
as well as inline skating exp. if
possible. Mgmnt opportunity for
right person F/T and P/T available.
Apply in person at
Inline Warehouse
3285 South Higuera St. in SLO,
no phone calls please.

Make Money
taking Online Surveys
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups
Visit
www.cash4students.com/cpsu

New Store Opening!
Enthusiastic friendly sandwich
artist needed for all shifts.
Apply at 3240 Broad or call
478-6420

W anted: Spring/Sum m er
In te rn s
Must be rebels, innovators,
dissenters, seeking leadership
outside the box.
Average pay: $13,300
888-450-9675
twestbrookOI @ collegeworks.com

Help W a n t e d
s ta y in g in S L O th is su m 
m er and looking for a job
on c a m p u s ?
Conference Services is hiring
17-21 staff for spring, summer,
and possibly fall quarter. Seeking
positive individuals who enjoy
working in a fun, fast-paced
team setting. Cashier an
customer service experience
preferred. Optional summer
housing at highly reduced rate.
Flexible hours, PT/FT
available. $7.00-8.50/hr.
Great internship opportunity!
Apps. and job descriptions in
bldg. 116 rm. 211, M -F 8-4:30pm
or on Mustang Jobs online.
Due 3/4/04. (805) 756-7600

Cam p Wayne for Girls
Children’s sleep-away camp.
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/188/15/04) If you love children and
want a caring, fun environment we
need female staff as Directors and
Instructors for: Tennis, Golf,
Gymnastics, Swimming,
Waterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports,
Cheerleading, Ropes,
Camping/Nature, Drama, Video,
Ceramics, Batik, Silkscreen, Guitar,
Jewelry, Piano, Photography,
Aerobics, Martial Arts.
Other positions: Group Leaders,
Administrative/Driver, Nurses
(R N ’s). On cam pus interviews
February 14th. Apply online at
www.campwaynegirls.com or call

I Announcements I
F ra te rn itie s • S o ro ritie s
C lu b s • Student G rou ps
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this
semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our free
prog ram s m ak e fu n d ra is
ing e a s y w ith no risk s.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Graduating so o n ? Peace Corps
Recruiter in UU217 M W 1-4
756-5835.
peacecorps @ calpoly.edu

G re e n P arty of S L O
R e g is te r G reen , Vote
G reen
V ote Tom H u tchin g s:
A sse m b ly
w w w .slo .g re e n s.o rg

Rental Housing
Room for rent!
395 Highland Dr. only a mile to
campus. Pool table. Hot tub in
works. Med. sized backyard.
Laundry facilities, own room.
$500 + utilities. Call Steve
805-459-1462 or
Lee 831-262-2697

60 C a sa St. Townhouses
Now taking applications
for Sept. 10. Non-smoker, quiet,
no pets, 543-7555 ask for Bea

G E T Y O U R C L A S S IF IE D
AD IN NOW!!

3 bdrm, 1.5 ba, 2 car garage.
New applicances $1800/mo
234-3370

Townhouse for rent!
Avail. A SA P!
1 bd/1 ba, balcony & huge
kitchen. Less than 5 min. walk to

I Homes For Sale
Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in S L O call
Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohomes.com

For Sale
B u s in e s s C a rd s by TAGA
Professional printing at
affordable rates. Pick up an
order form at the Graphic
Communication Office (Bldg. 26.
rm. 207). For more info or price
specifications, contact Jessica
Smith at jsmith03@calpoly.edu

Lost and Found
P le a s e read!!!
Lo st Nikon 3100 D igital
C a m e ra
L a s t had at D elta Sigm a
Phi
J a n 9, 2004 Frid ay night.
P le a s e help and c a ll
805-756-8403 or 805-415-
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Men fall
to last in
Big West
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

A nother late hurst hy the com
petition left the Cal Poly men’s
basketball team in the dust.
W ayne W illiam s scored 16
points and led a trio o f Vandals in
double figures as Idaho defeated
C al Poly 6 0 -4 4 in a Big West
Conference men’s basketball game
Saturday night before 2,324 at the
Cowan Spectrum.
The loss dropped the Mustangs
into a three-w ay tie with U C
Riverside and Cal State Fullerton
for last place in the Big West
Conference. The team is winless
on the road in
Big West
Conference play and 2-8 overall
away from Mott Gym. Ironically,
the two road wins were against Cal
and u s e .
Rashaad Powell added 11 points
and Tyrone Hayes had 10 points as
Idaho, a team that the Mustangs
had heat hy 24 points earlier in the
season, improved to 9-12 for the
season and 5-6 in the Big West.
Cal Poly, which tell to 8-11 and
3-8, had just one double-digit scor
er — senior center Varnie Dennis
with 18 points, sinking seven o f 14
floor shots. Dennis also had a
game-high 11 rebounds.
Cal Poly was within three points
at 28-25 early in the second half
before Idaho pulled away, outscoring the Mustangs 35-16 the rest of
the way.
The Vandals made 35.5 percent
of their floor shots while Cal Poly
connected on 37.8 percent. The
Mustangs were victimized, how ev
er, by 25 turnovers, 15 more than
Idaho, and were outrebounded by
one, 36-35.
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Home not so sweet
By Kendrick J. Carson
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MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

A perfect start could not o ver
come a flawed finish for the Cal
Poly women’s basketball team.
The Mustangs lost Saturday to
the U niversity o f Idaho 70-59 at
M ott Gym. The Vandals lulled
them to sleep with a half-court
game and accurate shooting.
“They really shot the ball
w e ll,’’
head
coach
Faith
Mimnaugh said. “They ran a total
m otion offense all game and just
killed us off the ball by setting
effective back screens.’’
The Mustangs exploded out of
the gates, hitting five out of their
first six shots, including a deep
three from sophomore guard
C ourtn ey U phoff. The game
remained close in the first half
until
a six-m inute
scoring
drought for Cal Poly. The Vandals
capitalized, taking a commanding
40-22 lead into the half.
“We need to play up to our
le v e l,’’ ju n io r forw ard Katy
Paterson said. “In order for us to
win, we have to get in sync and
hit our shots. It just did not hap
pen tonight.’’
Paterson led the Mustangs
MATT WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY
with 12 points, six rebounds and
three assists. Idaho had two play Freshman guard Sparkle Anderson gets roughed up against Idaho.
ers who scored in double figures,
“Jessica (Eggleston) was huge court defense and try to stop the
guard Leilani M itchell and for
for
us on the boards," Paterson passes to the wing. We see how
ward Emily Faurholt. Faurholt
topped all scorers with 24 points said. “She helped us quicken the we played tonight as a learning
and M itch ell chipped in 18 tempo in the second half." experience."
Eggleston, a freshman guard from
The women plan to use the
points.
Oceanside,
had
nine
rebounds
to
game
as a quick lesson before
“M itchell can move really well
their next game. They will face
w ith and w ithout the ball," match her nine points.
In
the
second
half.
Cal
Poly
conference
powerhouse
UC
Mimnaugh said. “She is the cata
woke up from its first-half nap Santa Barbara on Saturday in
lyst o f their team.”
and
climbed back into the game. Mott Gym.
Though the Mustangs weren’t
“Losing games is always disap
victorious, they did have some The Mustangs moved better up
and
down
the
court
and
cut
the
pointing,"
Mimnaugh said. “This
bright
spots.
T h eir
bench
outscored Idaho 30-8 and they deficit to eight points, but could is our first home loss suffered and
that is significant. However, 1 am
had 23 second-chance points to not get any closer.
“W e just did not stay focused impressed with our program and
Idaho’s six. The Mustangs also
on
the game p lan ,” freshm an team chemistry. We are still in a
pulled down more rebounds,
ntFtching 46 total boards to the point guard Sparkle A nderson good position in the standings
said. “We wanted to play h alf and 1 am proud o f this team .”
Vandals’ 41.

Mustangs split doubleheader
By Dan Watson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Once the opening-day jitters
evaporated, the offense finally awoke
for the Cal Poly softball team.
The result was a two-game split
with Qilorado State. After being
shut out I-O in Thursilay’s opener,
the Mustangs triumphed over the
Rams 3-1 in the second game of the
doubleheader.
“Overall, I’m pleased with how we
did,” said Cal Poly coach Lisa I3oyer.
“Certainly we wanted K>th games,
but we just needed to settle in."
The Mustangs kicked it off in frus
trating fashion, watching Kerry
Farrell’s home run .sail over the left- M ustang pitching saved the team
field wall for Colorado State’s win
Cal Poly scored its first nin of the
ning run.
The lack of offense spoiled an season in the secoml game when
otherwise solid relief pitching effort Teresa Miller singled hard up the
from Mustang Jennifer Graver. The middle to bring home Chelsy
right-hander gave up only three hits Stoufer.
The Mustangs ttK^k their first lead
over five innings.
of
the season when Roni Sparrey
In Game 2, pitcher Cassie
Vanderbeek wound up with a com worked the count full before ham
mering a solo home run over the leftplete game without an earned run.
Cidorado State’s only run came field wall in the third inning, putting
the Mu.stangs in front, 2-1.
early after two quick errors.

Tennis upset
a v e rt^
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
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from a rather quiet offense.
“I was waiting for it," said Sparrey,
referring to the pitch she hit out.
“It’s always g(X)d n> have some insur
ance runs.”
Meanwhile, Vanderbeek settled
down Lin the mound, avoiding tnnible until the sixth inning when two
batters reached with one out. Rut
Vanilerbeek struck out Ram Melanie
LafftHni and got a groundout to get
out L>f the jam.

The No. 65 Cal Poly women’s
tennis team fell 4-3 to No. 28 San
Diego State on Saturday.
The Mustangs started the
match by winning the doubles
point. Cal Poly earned the point
by claiming wins at the No. 2 and
3 .spots.
TTie Mustangs tixik an early 2-0
lead in singles play when Carol
Erickson defeated San Diego State’s
Sarah Samson 6-0, 6-0.
San Diego State won the No. 1
through 3 positions. No. 1 Dita
Flauerlandova started the come
back by defeating Samantha
Waller, 7-6, 6-3. No. 2 Katalina
Romero evened the match by
defeating Chelsy Thompson, 6-1,
6-4. No. 3 Inda Erichsen helped
the Aztecs take the lead by defeat
ing Sheila Lewis 7-6, 6-1.
The match was decided at No. 4
as San Diego State’s Alesya Vidov
went the distance in pulling out a
close victory over Cal Poly’s
Kristen Grady, 3-6, 6-4, 7-5.
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Stacy Peterson — 50 freestyle

M .Swim & Dive
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Ben Palmer — 200 breaststroke

Basebail
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San Jose St.

@

Bret Berglund — Three-mn hom e run

W G o tf
mon.-tues., feb. 9-10,8 /

Basefeiil!
tu e s,fe b 10,6:35 pm.

W Tenais

UC Riverside
.m.
Fresno State

@

VS.

UCSB

VS.

Pepperdine

thurs.,feb12,1:30p.m ,

Baseboâ
fri.-sun,feb. 13-15

Softbal!

@

UNLVToum.

@

UCSB

vs.

UCSB

fri.-sun,feb.13-15

VI Basketball
sat.,feb 14,7 pm .

W Ba.sketbul}
sat.feb. 14,7 pm .

WT&F

#

Boise St. Invit.

sat., feb. 14,9a.m.

Wresfling
su n , feb. 15, noon

vs.

Portland State

Tomorrow
Tuesday's Mustang
Daily w ill feature results
from softball's Mustang
Roundup, baseball's
nonconference game
against San Jose State,
wrestling and
swimming and diving
versus UC Irvine.

Who wa.s the last men’s NCAA
team to go undefeated?
(hint: it’s not Cal Poly)

Send answ ers to: spm artin&calpoly.edu

QtiCTtion
What conference did Cal Poly
compete in before the Big West?
America West
Congratulations to Mr. Wiggles!

Sports editor Sean Martin can be
reached at 756-1796 or mustangdailysports^^yahoo.com

